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Abstract. In monitoring vegetation change and urban planning, the measure and the mapping 
of the green vegetation over the Earth play an important role. The normalized difference 
vegetation index (NDVI) is the most popular approach to generate vegetation maps for remote 
sensing imagery. Unfortunately, the NDVI generates low-resolution vegetation maps. High-
resolution imagery, such as IKONOS imagery, can be used to overcome this weakness 
leading to better classification accuracy. Hence, it is important to derive a vegetation index 
providing the high-resolution data. Various scientific researchers have proposed methods 
based on high-resolution vegetation indices. These methods use image fusion to generate 
high-resolution vegetation maps. IKONOS produces high-resolution panchromatic (Pan) 
images and low-resolution multispectral (MS) images. Generally, for the image fusion 
purpose, the conventional linear interpolation bicubic scheme is used to resize the low-
resolution images. This scheme fails around edges and consequently produces blurred edges 
and annoying artefacts in interpolated images. This study presents a new index that provides 
high-resolution vegetation maps for IKONOS imagery. This vegetation index (HRNDVI: 
High Resolution NDVI) is based on a new derived formula including the high-resolution 
information. We use an artefact free image interpolation method to up sample the MS images 
so that they have the same size as that of the Pan images. The HRNDVI is then computed by 
using the resampled MS and the Pan images. The proposed vegetation index takes the 
advantage of the high spatial resolution information of Pan images to generate artefact free 
vegetation maps. Visual analysis demonstrates that this index is promising and performs well 
in vegetation extraction and visualization. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Previously, aerial photographs possessed a much higher resolution and therefore gave 
considerably more information, allowing a more detailed study of the local vegetation [1]. 
Nowadays, the technologies and methods of remote sensing have evolved dramatically to 
include a suite of sensors operating at a wide range of imaging scales with potential interest 
and importance to planners and land managers [2]. Very high resolution satellite remote 
sensing systems are now capable of providing imagery with similar spatial detail to aerial 
photography, but with superior spectral information [3]. Multispectral (MS) sensors have a 
good advantage, over colour aerial photographs, for acquiring light in the near-infrared 
domain. Remote sensing provides valuable information for mapping vegetation and 
monitoring vegetation change [1]. Vegetation indices derived from satellite images with 
coarse and medium spatial resolution larger than five meters satisfy the need of vegetation 
extraction by threshold segmentation at a large scale [4]. Vegetation can be distinguished 
using remote sensing data from most other materials by virtue of its notable absorption in the 
red and blue segments of the visible spectrum, its higher green reflectance and, especially, its 
very strong reflectance in the near infrared. Near infrared is the most sensitive spectral 
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domain used to map vegetation canopy properties and may improve the discrimination of 
vegetation communities. Many vegetation indices have been developed mostly based on the 
feature of low red and high near-infrared reflectance, including the most widely used index: 
NDVI (Normalized Difference Vegetation Index) [4]. High-resolution imagery from the 
IKONOS satellite may be useful for many resource management applications as vegetation. It 
is a valuable resource to achieve map accuracies comparable to manual aerial photo 
interpretation and can aid in the development of a wide range of mapping and spatial 
modeling applications [5]. 

In an urban environment, the presence, abundance and life form of vegetation has long 
been considered as an important factor influencing the environment quality, conferring 
diverse benefits [4]. Vegetation is generally considered a key component of the urban 
environment. However, urban environment is complex and very different from rural and 
natural environment [4]. Increasing demands on the accuracy and thematic resolution of 
vegetation community maps from remote sensing imagery has created a need for novel image 
analysis techniques [6]. These researches investigate the possibility of using MS IKONOS 
images to quantify urban vegetation, obtaining similar accuracy to that achieved from aerial 
photographs [3]. 

For vegetation extraction applications, the vegetation is delineated using a vegetation 
index, as the NDVI. However, in some cases this NDVI fails in the detection process. In 
recent studies vegetation indices and extraction applications are proposed. In [7], the authors 
presented a fixed-threshold vegetation index (VTCmap) based on the extended Tasseled Cap 
transformation (TCT). Then it is applied to extract vegetation from the fused images. Unlike 
this index, which is based on the MS images only, the authors in [8] proposed the use of the 
Panchromatic (Pan) images for determining their vegetation index (VI). These two methods 
are globally good, but in some cases, as urban environment, they fail in the vegetation 
extraction.  

In this paper, we aim to develop a method to extract the vegetation using IKONOS 
imagery. This method is a good solution when an urban case is considered. Moreover, the 
interpolation method used to upsample the MS images was chosen in order to preserve the 
edges, making the vegetation extraction more accurate in the urban areas. 
 

2 VEGETATION EXTRACTION FOR IKONOS IMAGERY 
The vegetation extraction is an important application, which is used to monitor crops, in terms 
of their identity and stage of growth. In [7], a fixed threshold approach generating high-
resolution vegetation maps for IKONOS imagery was proposed. In this technique an extended 
Tasseled Cap Transformation (TCT) is used to produce a vegetation map, and then a high-
resolution version of this map is obtained after an Intensity-Hue-Saturation (IHS) based 
fusion method [9]. The vegetation index (VITC) was derived as:  
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Rewriting Eqs. (1) using (2), gives  
 

GBRNIRVITC 23.008.048.029.0 −−−≅ .    (3) 
 
The vegetation map VTCmap is produced by a threshold approach: 
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The high-resolution vegetation map, which contains most details of the Pan image, is given 
by: 
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Where VTC’map is the resized-version of the VTCmap to the Pan size and mapCVTPan ′−=
3
1δ . 

From Eq. (3), the vegetation index is based on the low-resolution MS images only. Hence, 
VTC’map will be of the same resolution, producing a low-resolution vegetation map. The Pan 
image used in Eq. (5) doesn’t guarantee a high resolution for the vegetation zones. Some 
examples will be discussed in the next section. 

In a recent study [8], a vegetation index VI was proposed: it takes advantage of the high 
spatial resolution information of the Pan images. This VI is expressed as: 
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Where I3=(R’+G’+B’)/3 and [R’,G’,B’] is obtained from up-sampling the original RGB 
image with the same spatial scale as that of the Pan image. 

Using the VI, a modified Fast IHS [9] was proposed for the purpose of the vegetation 
extraction: 
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Because of the vegetation extraction, only the G band is enhanced in the vegetated areas. 

The fused R and B bands are taken as the Pan image. The value of the parameter k was found 
equal to 2 for IKONOS images. 

These two techniques are presented in order to evaluate the performance of our method. In the 
next section, the new vegetation index and its application to vegetation extraction are 
presented. 



3 IKONOS HIGH RESOLUTION VEGETATION INDEX  
The NDVI is the most used vegetation index for a variety of remote sensing applications. It 
was generally developed for coarse resolution imagery, but it is rarely used to generate high-
resolution vegetation maps directly. On the other hand, in some applications, the IKONOS 
imagery can be used to map a vegetation cover or to validate a vegetation cover classified 
from other remote sensing images [10]. In addition, the IKONOS Pan images provide more 
details of buildings, individual trees, and vegetation structural variations can be well detected 
with 1-meter spatial resolution images. However, the vegetation zones of the MS images are 
much darker because the vegetation appears to have relatively low reflectance in RGB bands. 
Therefore, when vegetation is the object of interest, an enhanced-vegetation fused result is the 
objective. In this case, usually a vegetation index is used in order to delineate the vegetated 
areas, where the enhancement is to be done. 

In order to take into account the spatial resolution of the Pan images, the NDVI is 
calculated using fused bands. A high resolution vegetation map can be generated using the 
fused low resolution R and NIR bands with the Pan images. This index will be noted 
HRNDVI for High Resolution NDVI. Like the conventional NDVI defined as: 
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The new index is defined by: 
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Generally, the fused bands R and NIR contain a part from the Pan image, which spatially 
improves the proposed HRNDVI. In order that the fused bands provide the full details of Pan 
[11], they are obtained as: 
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[R’,G’,B’,NIR’] is obtained from upsampling original MS images with the same spatial scale 
as that of the Pan image using the artefact free image interpolation method [12]. The full 
details of Pan and the edge preserving characteristics of the used interpolation technique are a 
real advantage for the HRNDVI. 

Based on this, (9) is written, using the MS and Pan images, as: 
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For the vegetation extraction application using the HRNDVI, some equations are inspired 
from the method presented in [8], as: 
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Where I4=(R’+G’+B’+NIR’)/4 and θ is selected manually. 



At first, we have used I3 instead of I4, but the produced results looked blurred in the vegetated 
areas. Hence, more experiments were conducted to select the best parameters in order to get 
high-resolution vegetation mapping. We have found that, using I4, a value of 4 for k1 produces 
very good results. In addition, a good value of the HRNDVI threshold is estimated to be 0.05 
less than the threshold value of the NDVI. 

Equation (11) is the definition of the new index HRNDVI that is proposed for IKONOS 
images. This formula is highly similar to the one of the Enhanced Vegetation Index (EVI).  

This enhanced, soil and atmosphere resistant vegetation index was simplified to [13]: 
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Where L is a canopy background adjustment term, and C1 and C2 are the coefficients of the 
aerosol resistance term, which uses the B band to correct for aerosol influences in the R band. 

The EVI was proposed based on a feedback approach that incorporates both background 
adjustment and atmospheric resistance concepts into the NDVI [14]. The EVI has also been 
considered as a modified NDVI but with improved sensitivity to high biomass regions and 
improved vegetation monitoring capability through a de-coupling of the canopy background 
signal and a reduction in atmospheric influences [13]. 

The EVI was adopted by the MODIS (Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer) Land 
Discipline Group as the second global-based vegetation index for monitoring the Earth’s 
terrestrial photosynthetic vegetation activity [13]. Nevertheless, the EVI index does not have a 
high resolution. The new proposed HRNDVI has the same general form as that of the EVI 
with the advantage of including high resolution information for vegetation detection. 

The importance of using Pan images for computing the vegetation index is illustrated by the 
example of Fig. 1. Comparing the Pan image (Fig. 1(a)) with the RGB image (Fig. 1(b)) states 
that a “monument” surrounded by a red ellipse is not visible in the MS images. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

(a) (b) (c) (d) 

(e)
Fig. 1. (a) Pan image, (b) RGB image, (c) GIHS fused image, (d) considered column in 
red color, (e) NDVI, VTC’map, VI and HRNDVI corresponding to the red column in (d). 



This “monument” is recovered after an IHS fusion, using the Generalized IHS (GIHS) [9] 
method: the fused image is shown in Fig. 1(c). The NDVI and HRNDVI thresholds are set to 
0.2 and 0.15 respectively. If the NDVI is based on the R and NIR bands only, then an error in 
vegetation detection may occur in the “monument” area. However, if the NDVI makes use of 
the fused bands, this error will mitigate. In Fig. 1(e), the vegetation indices, corresponding to 
the “monument” column 67 (red column in Fig. 1(d)), namely NDVI, VTC’map, VI and 
HRNDVI are plotted. All the VI values are higher than 0 which means that the VI considers 
this column as a vegetation area. Moreover, some NDVI values, corresponding to rows (55 to 
64), are also significant (higher than 0.2). This is due to the large difference between the NIR 
and R bands. In this range of rows the NDVI confuses the detection of the “monument” with 
vegetation. Unlike the two vegetation indices all the values of the HRNDVI are smaller than 
the threshold leading to no error in the vegetation detection. The values of the VTC’map are, 
also, less than 0, producing vegetation map confusion error free. In this example, the impact 
of the Pan image, in vegetation detection, is obvious. In general, if the Pan image is 
considered in the computation of the vegetation index, more errors related to detailed 
information will disappear. For the VTC’map, the values are small because this index is 
computed, in Eq. (3), using little fractions of the MS images. This may produce some missing 
vegetation areas in the detection process. Some examples are shown in the experimental 
section. 

The Pan image plays an important role in detecting vegetation. By this means, the VI and 
HRNDVI indices preserve more detailed vegetation areas than the conventional NDVI and 
the VTC’map. Although, the VI has a better spatial resolution, compared to the NDVI, all the 
conducted and observed examples show that the VI presents some confusion in vegetation 
detection. The proposed HRNDVI is a good solution in introducing the spatial resolution in 
the computation of the NDVI and guaranties less confusion in the vegetation detection 
process. It provides a new data source for monitoring agricultural production, and giving 
information for the development of crops during the growth season. 

4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
To illustrate the proposed method with examples, an image scene on Mt. Wellington, 
Tasmania, Australia, taken by the IKONOS satellite sensor on January 2005 is used for this 
experiment. The size of the original Pan image is approximately 12000×13000 pixels. The 
MS images were co-registered to the corresponding Pan image. Moreover, a standard 
stretching method was applied to the 11 bit images. In order to apply the same linear 
stretching to the four bands, a histogram stretching with identical clipping was performed on 
each band: i.e. using the same threshold values for clipping. This leads to a set of four low 
values and a set of four high values. The minimum of the low set and the maximum of the 
high set are used for clipping all histograms. In order to illustrate the efficiency of our 
algorithm, two subsets of images are used. The first one is mostly vegetation and the second 
one contains less vegetation. Small size images of 256x256 pixels will be considered. For 
comparison purposes, we consider the vegetation map, given by Eqs. (4), (6) and (11), and 
their application to vegetation extraction, expressed in Eqs. (5), (7) and (12), respectively. The 
obtained results are shown in Figs. (2) and (3) for the mostly vegetation case and less 
vegetation set, respectively. 
Figures 2 (a) and 3 (a) shows that the VTC’map produces low-resolution maps and some 
vegetation areas are missing in the vegetation detection process. For the VI index, the 
obtained maps of Figs. 2 (c) and 3 (c) illustrate an overestimation of vegetation, due to the 
large difference between the Pan image and the I3 component. In fact, the VI is designed for 
the vegetation layer of GIS and military applications as Camouflage.  
 
 



  
 (a) (b) 

  
 (c) (d) 

  
 (e) (f) 

Fig. 2. The vegetation map and extraction of set 1: (a) VTC’map map, (b) extraction using 
VTC’map, (c) VI map, (d) extraction using VI, (e) HRNDVI map, (f) extraction using 

HRNDVI. 
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 (e) (f) 

Fig. 3. The vegetation map and extraction of set 2: (a) VTC’map map, (b) extraction 
using VTC’map, (c) VI map, (d) extraction using VI, (e) HRNDVI map, (f) extraction 

using HRNDVI. 
 



Our results, presented in Figs. 2 (e) and 3 (e), are more accurate, the HRNDVI is a good 
solution to introduce the high-resolution information without an over or under estimation of 
vegetation. The rest of the images (b), (c) and (d) correspond to the vegetation extraction 
application using the VTC’map, the VI and the HRNDVI, respectively. 

For a better illustration, zoomed areas are considered in Figs. 4 and 5. In Fig. 4 (a), 
compared to Fig. 4 (c), the white ellipse shows a missing detection vegetation area, whereas 
the red ellipse in Fig. 4 (b) shows an overestimated area as vegetation. 
 

    
 (a) (b) (c) 

Fig. 4. The vegetation extraction sample 1: (a) extraction using VTC’map, (b) extraction 
using VI, (c) extraction using HRNDVI. 

 
The extracted vegetation shown in Fig. 5 demonstrates that using the VTC’map 
produces blurred vegetation areas. While, using the VI index, will introduce errors by 
considering some non-vegetation areas as vegetation. The HRNDVI, presented in 
Fig. 5 (c) is more accurate and can be considered as a tradeoff between the VTC’map 
and the VI indices. 
 

    
 (a) (b) (c) 

Fig. 5. The vegetation extraction sample 2: (a) extraction using VTC’map, (b) extraction 
using VI, (c) extraction using HRNDVI. 

4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
In this work, some methods used to extract and map the vegetation for IKONOS imagery are 
presented. Then a new method is proposed to reduce some problems associated with the under 
and over estimation of vegetation and the resolution characteristics of the extracted areas. To 
delineate the vegetation, a modified vegetation index (HRNDVI) is proposed and presented as 
a function of the multispectral and Pan images. The HRNDVI allows obtaining a high 
resolution vegetation mapping. Hence, the extracted images are more accurate especially in 
the urban environment. Moreover, the interpolation method, based on the preservation of 
edges and used to upsample the multispectral images, was helpful in producing a high 
resolution mapping. The proposed technique has been evaluated objectively, and has been 
proven efficient for the aim of this work. The obtained results, compared to some of the 



existing methods, show the accurate vegetation extraction and the high resolution 
characteristics of the corresponding mapping. This proposed scheme can be easily adapted for 
images acquired from other satellites, having high resolution Pan images. Besides its 
performance, this method still remains as simple as the other techniques used for the IKONOS 
vegetation extraction. 
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